The Gamecocks journeyed upstate to face No. 9 Clemson Friday in hopes of clinching a second straight win against their rivals. They walked away not only scot-free, but also with a 3-0 loss, bringing their record to 2-1.

The Tigers dominated the game from the beginning in a defensive controlled manner, their defense stifling any Gamecock attacking efforts. While South Carolina's back line and midfielders did well holding Clemson, there is always a point that some shots will go in. Though the Tigers had only four shots on goal, they threatened constantly with shots going wide or having to go around senior goalkeeper Marco Velazquez. The Tigers ended up scoring two goals.
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The Gamecocks, after a disappointing loss to Clemson, will try to rebound against UNC-Greensboro Thursday. South Carolina won last year’s matchup 2-1, but Greensboro returns much of its starting lineup and looks to push the Gamecocks.

Christopher Reinert returns this season after leading the team with four goals and seven assists. Senior forward TSUNAMITOKES.
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Football players suspended for targeting referee during game

According to USA Today, the two high school football players who were ejected following a play where they appeared to deliberately tackle a defenseless referee have been suspended from John Jay High School in San Antonio, Texas. The two could be facing charges, and Natalia Falls, Texas police are currently investigating the situation. Nationwide outrage ensued after a video of the play from the Sept. 4 game went viral on YouTube and garnered national attention. The video clearly shows one of the players, safety No. 12 running straight into the referee, blinding him and knocking him to the ground. While on the ground, another safety lays out to tackle the official head-first. It is still unknown why the players suspended the official.

— Compiled by Patrick Isgarbeno

Kentucky Clerk of Court continues to fight judicial system

NBC news reported that Kim Davis, the Rowan County, Kentucky who was arrested for refusing to issue marriage licenses, is continuing her legal battle with the nation’s highest court. Davis holds to her convictions that gay marriage is against Christian beliefs. Davis asked a Federal Court of Appeals Monday to let her out of jail after being jailed on Sept. 4. U.S. District Judge David Bunning found Davis in contempt for blocking multiple attempts by same-sex couples to receive their marriage licenses despite the Supreme Court’s ruling in June that same-sex marriages are legal in the United States.

— Compiled by Patrick Isgarbeno

Rick Santorum makes appearance in Chapin

WLTX reported although numerous Republican presidential candidates had campaign presence at the 11th Annual Chapin Labor Day Parade, Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum was the only candidate to attend the parade. Thousands were in attendance on Monday as floats from local groups filled the streets in downtown Chapin, South Carolina. Santorum also was in attendance at the Southern 500 in Darlington, South Carolina on Sunday.

— Compiled by Patrick Isgarbeno

CRIME PAGE 1

— An officer was called multiple times to a house on Randall St. after a report of an intoxicated African-American man making inappropriate and sexually suggestive comments toward a woman walking on the street at 12 p.m. on Sept. 5. When confronted by officers the man was seen throwing a liquor bottle in a nearby dumpster, stumbling while walking, slurring his speech and drooling. The officer asked the man to vacate the premises and not return. In less than 20 minutes, the officer was called back to the same location after the man was seen yelling and carrying a big stick. The man was subsequently arrested and taken to Alvin S. Glenn Detention Center.

— Compiled by Patrick Isgarbeno
CELEBRATE CAROLINA

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
10:00 A.M. ON THE HORSESHOE

Join President Harris Pastides as he details his vision for the university and unveils the final results of our historic Carolina’s Promise campaign.
Miley’s ‘dead petz’ inspire trippy lyrics

Lauren Galda
@TDG_ARTE

“Miley Cyrus and Her Dead Petz”

C-

Release Date: Aug. 21
Artist: Miley Cyrus
Label: Smiley Miley Inc.
Duration: 92 minutes

Initially, I expected a surprise album released by the reckless, impulsive 22-year-old Miley Cyrus titled “Miley Cyrus and Her Dead Petz” to be atrocious. But I was pleasantly surprised by a few of the catchy, club-tailored beats, songs like “Dooo it!” in my opinion, mirror Cyrus’ scattered style. The rest of the film is filled with comedic father, that makes for some pretty heartwarming scenes within the movie. And the exhilarating fighting style of secret agent, that brings a fresh take and a beautiful face to the complex character. Audiences are reintroduced to Frank, once played by the infamous Jason Statham, and the new sets of killer accomplices transport shipments from a huge twist and surprising changes. The rest of the film is filled with heartwarming scenes within the movie. And the era is filled with huge twists and surprising changes.

This fun installment gives the fans more background information on actual characters and seeds tight on the turbulent relationship between Frank and his father. It also gives Frank’s father, Frank also interacts with a sensual and mysterious female — a force seen in almost every classic action film. Played by Loan Chabanol, the character of Anna forces Frank to help her fight a group of killer accomplices transport shipments from a bank. However, this turns out to be the least of Frank’s worries. The rest of the film is filled with huge twists and surprising changes.

This installment gives fans more background information on actual characters and seeds tight on the turbulent relationship between Frank and his father. It also gives Frank’s father, Frank also interacts with a sensual and mysterious female — a force seen in almost every classic action film. Played by Loan Chabanol, the character of Anna forces Frank to help her fight a group of killer accomplices transport shipments from a bank. However, this turns out to be the least of Frank’s worries. The rest of the film is filled with huge twists and surprising changes.

Released seven years after the last installment of the film franchise, “The Transporter Refueled” attempts to maintain the visual brilliance and plot depth that fans have grown to know and love. Set in the French Riviera, this follow-up action film showcases the transportation business, love life and the exhilarating fighting style of secret agent Frank Martin.

Frank, once played by the infamous Jason Statham, and the new sets of killer accomplices transport shipments from a bank. However, this turns out to be the least of Frank’s worries. The rest of the film is filled with huge twists and surprising changes.

There is an unmistakable chemistry between Skrein and actor Ray Stevenson, who plays his comedic father, that makes for some pretty heartwarming scenes within the movie. And the era is filled with huge twists and surprising changes.

When I made ‘Bangerz,’ it was

This album feels less like a cry for attention from fans or a desperate attempt to rid her identity as Hannah Montana; it feels more like artistry and full, creative liberty to take this album wherever she pleased. Cyrus definitely delivered a smorgasbord of trippy, heart-heavy tunes and disjointed ballads.

Songs like “Dooo it!” in my opinion, mirror Cyrus’ scattered style. The rest of the film is filled with heartwarming scenes within the movie. And the era is filled with huge twists and surprising changes.
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what do you guys think?"
"The Floyd Song (Sunrise)" is desperately sad. She clings onto every word and layers multiple beats while this trippy tune fades out.

Soft, acoustic guitar matched with passionate lyrics compose "Something About Space Dude." It almost feels like a dream sequence where Cyrus' longing creates a hole in your heart for something you didn't even know you were missing.

"BB Talk" translates as almost a diary where she vents about her life in a conversational manner, and you feel as if she's not the distant wack job who twerks and incessantly Instagrams about pizza. She talks about relatable relationship situations, emojis and calls herself awkward. Maybe for a brief couple of minutes, you're friends with Miley Cyrus as she understands through this strange 80's pop ballad.

A song with so much potential, "Freaky" — one where you could really be feeling yourself — is also one you want so badly to build and go somewhere but, unfortunately, it just remains stagnant and monotonous. "Bring Me Back," funny and experimental, is one of the most coherent songs. Her voice owns the Miley-esque, mellow jam and her burning desire definitely shines through as the second, slow beats.

Just as the album begins to get repetitive, you can hear the chorus of "Milky Milky Milk" behind the crazy background beat and her electronic, outer space synthesizers.

This album is way too long, which is either self-indulgent or art, depending how you look at it. Either way, Cyrus has transformed into a somewhat respectable artist; I think we're halfway there.

Network with experts from various industries while they review your resumes and answer all of your job fair questions!

- Aflac
- Belk
- Boeing
- City Year
- Fluer
- Goodwill Industries
- International Paper
- Kohl's
- Mondelez International
- Mutual of Omaha
- Nucor Corporation

Serving as a reboot that will be the first film in a brand new trilogy, "The Transporter Refueled" boxes stylish visuals, intriguing dialogue and remarkable action sequences that will stick with audiences long after the movie is over.

Sponsored by: NUCOR
Haley's VP strength

Racial issues hinder Clinton's VP strength

Potential Biden bid hurts Clinton, helps Sanders
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UNC Greensboro comes into the game with two wins against Longwood and Virginia Tech and a 2-0 to UNC Wilmington. Its offensive production has only let in three goals with senior goalkeeper Logan Rohde making 56 saves.

In its previous outing, Greensboro controlled the game against Longwood, defeating the Lancers 1-0. Longwood began the game with a strong free kick that needed to be saved by Rohde, but the Spartans came back down the field and scored their first goal off a pass from forward Jacques Francois to junior defender Nicholas Downs. Longwood tied the game in the 32nd minute from Willy Macaroun's goal from inside the box, but the Spartans took their lead back ten minutes later. Greensboro senior Rob Burdonsdill won the win in the 98th minute by scoring the third goal.

South Carolina will have their hands full with Greensboro's balanced attack. Based on their first few games, the Spartans like to rely on their many forwards to produce most of their offense. In order to slow down their offense, the South Carolina midfielders will need to keep possession and control the game better than they did against Clemson. The Gamecock forwards can't disappear for the second game in a row if they want to put goals on the scoreboard. The weather will be clear with a low chance of rain and moderate temperatures.

Moore Recognized by SEC
Junior linebacker Skai Moore was named SEC Defensive Player of the Week. Moore led the Gamecocks with 11 tackles against North Carolina and added two and one interceptions. The first of the two picks came on a third and goal situation on the Tar Heels' opening drive. The second sealed the game for the Gamecocks at the 48-yard mark of the fourth quarter. Moore was in goal for the first Gamecock since Tony Wirkus to lead the team in tackles three years in a row.

Waldrop out for year
Backup offensive lineman Cody Waldrop is out for the season with a broken ankle, head coach Steve Spurrier announced Sunday. Waldrop competed for all three interior positions on the offensive line, but did not start against North Carolina. The junior starter was hurt when a teammate fell on his ankle during a drill during Sunday's practice. He played just four games last season due to a knee injury for which he had offseason surgery this spring. True freshman Zack Bailey is listed as the backup center behind redshirt sophomore Alan Knott for this weekend's game against Kentucky.

New Defensive Starters
South Carolina released its depth chart for Kentucky. The Gamecocks will go into the game with their same offensive lineups, but have two switch-ups on defense. Defensive end Mike Taylor Stullbracht will start in place of fellow sophomore Dante Sawyer. As defensive line coach Pete Johnson likes to rotate his players, the change should be minimal. Sophomore Chris Lammons is penciled in as the starting right cornerback over redshirt junior Chai Elke. Lammons was expected to start the opener, but instead backed up Elder against the Tar Heels.

Compiled by Will Helms

Gamecock offense ignites, downs 49ers
Charlotte 49ers Monday up I-77 to take on the UNC Greensboro women's soccer team traveled to UNC Wilmington for their first SEC game of the season. The assistant coach Deke Adams likes to rotate his pass rushers, the change should be minimal. Sophomore Chris Lammons is penciled in as the starting right cornerback over redshirt junior Chai Elke.

The South Carolina women's soccer team traveled up I-77 to take on the UNC Greensboro 49ers Monday night. The Gamecocks took an early lead and did not let up in the second half. South Carolina is now 4-1-0 for the season. On Friday against Colgate, sophomore Lindsey Lane scored the only goals of the game giving South Carolina the win 2-0. Entering Monday's game both teams were 4-1-0 and

The game is at 7 p.m. Tuesday at Stone Stadium

The weather will be clear with a low chance of rain and moderate temperatures.